Introduction
The nuclear double beta (ββ) decay is a convenient tool to test the validity of models employed in the nuclear structure studies and probe the physics beyond standard model of electroweak unification (SM). Over the past years, the theoretical as well as experimental studies of the ββ decay has attracted a lot of attention and excellently reviewed in Ref. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and references therein. The two neutrino double beta (2νββ) decay is a second order process in weak interaction and is allowed in the SM. The neutrinoless double beta (0νββ) decay is far more interesting as it involves the Majorana neutrinos and violation of the lepton number conservation by two units. The observation of the 0νββ decay can not only establish the Majorana nature of neutrinos but also provide information on the physics beyond the SM [6] .
The ββ decay can occur in four different modes namely, double-electron (β − β − ) emission , double -positron (β + β + ) emission, electron positron conversion (εβ + ) and doubleelectron capture (εε). The latter three processes are energetically competing. In the allowed approximation, the 0 + → 1 + transition is much less probable than the 0 + → 0 + and 0 + → 2 + transitions. The observation of 0νββ decay for the 0 + → 2 + transition can distinguish between the mechanisms involving the mass of the Majorana neutrinos and the right handed currents [7] . The theoretical implications and experimental aspects of the ground to a Corresponding Author: ramesh.luphy@gmail.com the excited 2 + state transition of the ββ decay have been excellently reviewed over past years [8] .
Out of 35 possible candidates, the 0 + → 0 + transition of 2νβ − β − decay has been observed for twelve nuclei [2, 12] and limits on the half-lives T 2ν 1/2 of a number of isotopes for the 0 + → 0 + and 0 + → 2 + transitions have already been given [9] . The inverse half-life of 2νβ − β − decay is a product of the phase space factor and model dependent nuclear transition matrix elements (NTMEs) M 2ν . The phase space factors have been calculated employing the exact Dirac wave functions in conjunction with finite nuclear size and screening effects [10, 11] . Using the observed experimental half-lives for the 0 + → 0 + transition, the NTMEs M 2ν has been extracted [12] and in all cases of 2νβ − β − decay, it has been observed that the NTMEs M 2ν (0 + ) are sufficiently quenched [13] . The main motive of all theoretical calculations is to understand the physical mechanism responsible for the observed suppression of M 2ν (0 + ). Hence, the validity of different nuclear models can be tested by calculating M 2ν (0 + ) and comparing them with the experimental value.
The 0 + → 2 + transition of 2νβ − β − decay has not been experimentally observed so far. The marked variation in the theoretically calculated NTMEs M 2ν (2 + ) for the 0 + → 2 + transition using different nuclear models is a general feature [8] . For example, the available results for M 2ν (2 + ) of 96 Zr show that the calculated NTMEs within QRPA [14, 15, 16] , RQRPA(WS) [17] , RQRPA (AWS) [17] , and SRPA(WS) [18] , differ by a factor of 341. Hence, the observation of the 0
Two neutrino double-β decay of 94 ≤ A ≤ 150 nuclei for the 0 + →2 + transition cay can constrain the validity of different nuclear models employed in the calculation of NTMEs. Alternatively, a reliable theoretical prediction will supplement the experimental designing and planning to study this particular mode of 2νβ − β − decay. Employing the pnQRPA model, it has been shown by Raduta et al. [15] that the inclusion of deformation in the mean field can reduce the NTMEs M 2ν (2 + ) up to a factor of 341. In the PHFB model, the pairing and deformation degrees of freedom are treated simultaneously on equal footing. However, the structure of intermediate odd-odd nuclei can not be studied in the present version of the PHFB model. In spite of this limitation, the PHFB model has been successfully applied to study the 0 [19, 20] in conjunction with the summation method [21] . This has motivated us to apply the same set of wave functions to study the 0 The theoretical formalism to calculate the half-life for the 0
mechanism has been given in Refs. [7, 22, 23] . Using the summation method [21] , the 0 + → 0 + and 0 + → 2 + transitions of 2νβ − β − mode has already been studied by Hirsch et al. in the pseudo-SU(3) model [24, 25] . Presently, the summation method applied to the study of 0 + → 0 + transition of 2νβ − β − decay within the PHFB model [19, 20] has been extended to the 0 + → 2 + transition. In sect. 2, we outline the theoretical formalism to calculate the half life T 
Theoretical Framework
The half life for the 0
where the integrated kinematical factor G 2ν (2 + ) has been calculated with good accuracy [26] . The model dependent NTME M 2ν (2 + ) is given by
where
Presently, the summation over the intermediate states is performed using the summation method [21] . Extending the summation method already applied to the 0 [19, 20] to the 0 + → 2 + transition, the NTME M 2ν (2 + ) is written as
and this expression is same as Hirsch et al. [25] .
As each proton-neutron excitation is considered according to its spin-flip or non-spin-flip character, the use of the summation method in the present context goes beyond the closure approximation. The spin-orbit splitting is explicitly included in the energy denominator, and hence, the PHFB formalism in conjunction with the summation method goes beyond that previously employed in the pseudo SU(3) model [24, 25] . In the PHFB model, the NTME M 2ν (2 + ) for the 0
decay is calculated using
and the expressions for n J , n (Z,N ),(Z+2,N −2) (θ), f Z,N and F Z,N (θ) are given in Ref. [19, 20] .
Results and discussions
The model space, single particle energies (SPE's), parameters of pairing plus multipolar type of effective two-body interaction have already been discussed in Refs. [19, 20, 27, 28] . Specifically, the effective Hamiltonian is written as [27] 
where H sp , V (P ), V (QQ) and V (HH) denote the single particle Hamiltonian, the pairing, quadrupole-quadrupole and hexadecapole-hexadecapole parts of the effective twobody interaction, respectively. The ζis an arbitrary parameter and the final results are obtained by setting the ζ= 1. The purpose of introducing ζis to study the role of deformation by varying the strength of the QQ and HH interactions. In the QQ part of the effective two-body interaction V (QQ), the strengths of the proton-proton, the neutron-neutron and the proton-neutron interactions are denoted by χ 2pp , χ 2nn and χ 2pn , respectively. By reproducing the experimental excitation energies E 2 + of the 2 + state in two alternative ways provides two different parametrization of the QQ interaction, namely P QQ1 [19, 20] and P QQ2 [28] . The inclusion of the hexadecapolar HH part of the effective interaction adds two additional parametrizations, namely P QQHH1 [27] and P QQHH2 [28] .
In Ref. [19, 20, 27, 28] , the reliability of wave functions generated with four different parametrizations of the effective two-body interaction, namely fig. 1 as a function of the difference in the deformation parameter ∆β 2 = β 2 (parent) − β 2 (daughter) between the parent and daughter nuclei. The NTMEs M 2ν (2 + ) are calculated by keeping the deformation for parent nuclei fixed at ζ= 1 and changing the deformation of daughter nuclei by varying ζin the range 0.0 -1.5. It can be observed that in all cases but for 128,130 Te, the largest NTMEs correspond to the |∆β 2 | close to zero. With further increase in deformation, the NTMEs decrease with increase in |∆β 2 |.
As already mentioned, it has been observed that the inclusion of deformation in the mean field can reduce the NTMEs M 2ν (2 + ) calculated in the pnQRPA model up to a factor of 341 [15] . In table 2, we present the excitation energies E 2 + , quadrupole moments Q(2 + ) of daughter nuclei along, Q-values of 0 + → 2 + transition Q 2 + and the G 2ν (2 + ). According to the Grodzin's rule [32] , the excitation energies E 2 + and quadrupole moments Q(2 + ) are inversely related. Although, a smaller E 2 + can give a higher Q-value Q 2 + resulting in a larger phase space factor, the NTMEs M 2ν (2 + ) are reduced due to a larger Q(2 + ). Thus, the 0 + → 2 + transition is intrinsically suppressed due to the nuclear structure effects in addition to the cubic dependence of the energy denominator.
A large number of experimental and theoretical studies have been carried out for the 0 
Conclusions
Using a set of reliable wave functions generated with four different parametrizations of the effective two-body interaction namely, PQQ Nd isotopes for the 0 + → 2 + transition. It is noticed that the 0 + → 2 + transition is intrinsically suppressed due to the cubic dependence of the energy denominator and nuclear structure effects. Specifically, a large phase space factor due a larger Qvalue implies a smaller E 2 + resulting from a larger Q(2 + ), which results in the suppression of NTMEs M 2ν (2 + ). The observation of Raduta et al. [15] that the inclusion of deformation in the mean field can reduce the NTMEs M 2ν (2 + ) calculated within pnQRPA up to a factor of 341, motivated us to study the 0 4.08×10 8.55×10
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